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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To output video signals for

whicfi pixels are thinned out by switching the processing

amount of a processing amount variable video

processing means and sending the output to a video

output terminal.

SOLUTION: By the detection of a video cable pull-off

state, a video cable insertion/detachment detector 14

outputs first signals and sets linked switches S2a and

S2b to a solid line position. Thus, the video signals in a

PDMIx mode obtained from a CCD 4 are sent through an

A/D converter 6, a first processing circuit 10 and a D/A

converter 22 to a liquid crystal display device 26

provided in a camera main body. The first processing

n



circuit 10 thins out many pixel signals and performs picture processing. Also, by the detection

of a video cable insertion state, the video cable insertion/detachment detector 14 outputs

second signals and sets the linked switches S2a and S2b to a dotted line position. Thus, the

video signals in the PDMix mode are sent through the A/D converter 6, a second processing

circuit 12 and the D/A converter 22 to a monitor display device 28. The second processing

circuit 12 thins out relatively few pixel signals and performs picture processing.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The display change type digital camera characterized by to consist of the image pick-up

means (4) which carries out the sequential output of the pixel signal, an image processing means (10 12)

to by_which processing is adjustable, the means which changes processing of said image processing

means based on a predetermined signal, and a means send the output of said image processing means to

an image output terminal, in the digital camera which has the image output terminal which sends out a

video signal to an external monitoring device.

[Claim 2] The display change type digital camera according to claim 1 characterized by having a video

cable insert-and-remove detection means (14), and changing processing of an image processing means

based on the output of said video cable insert-and-remove detection means.

[Claim 3] The display change type digital camera according to claim 1 characterized by thinning out a

pixel signal and making processing adjustable by carrying out image processing.

[Claim 4] The display change type digital camera according to claim 1 characterized by making

processing adjustable by not carrying out gamma correction processing.

[Claim 5] It is the display change type digital camera characterized by the SHATA carbon button (16)

which generates the trigger of still picture incorporation, and changing to all pixel read-out drives if it

has the image sensor driving means (20) which changes the drive approach of an image pick-up means

according to said SHATA carbon button output, said image sensor driving means usually performs a

pixel mixing drive and said SHATA carbon button is released.

[Claim 6] In the display change type digital camera which has the image output terminal which sends

out a video signal to an extemal monitoring device using a video cable while having a built-in indicating

equipment The image pick-up means (4 6) which carries out the sequential output of the pixel signal,

and the 1st image processing means which thins out these a majority of pixel signals, and carries out

image processing (10), If this pixel signal is thinned out few and the 2nd image processing means (12)

which carries out image processing, the progressive image processing means (8) which carries out image

processing without completely thinning out this pixel signal, and the video cable are extracted If the 1st

change means (S4, S2a, S2b) which works and carries out graphic display of the 1st image processing

means with a built-in indicating equipment, and a video cable are inserted If the 2nd change means (S4,

S2a, S2b) which works and carries out graphic display of the 2nd image processing means with an

extemal monitoring device, and the shutter of a video camera are released, while changing an image

pick-up means to all pixel read-out drives The display change type digital camera characterized by

consisting of the 3rd change means (SI a. Sib, S3) which works a progressive image processing means.

[Claim 7] Furthermore, the display change type digital camera according to claim 6 characterized by

having a memory means and holding the video signal from a progressive image processing means.

[Claim 8] Furthermore, the 3rd image processing means which thinks contrast as important and carries

out image processing (80), It has the 4th image processing means (82) which thinks gradation as

important and carries out image processing. This progressive image processing means (8) without it

completely thinks contrast as important - image processing - carrying out - this - the 1st change



means (S4, S2a, S2b) if the video cable is extracted ~ the 3rd image processing means ~ working - a

built-in display - graphic display carrying out ~ this - the 2nd change means (84, S2a, S2b) The

display change type digital camera according to claim 6 characterized by working and carrying out

graphic display of the 4th image processing means with an external monitoring device if the video cable

is inserted.

[Claim 9] The image processing means of the above 3rd is a display change type digital camera

according to claim 8 characterized by having the addition means (64 84) which applies a predetermined

constant to a luminance signal and raises pedestal level.

[Claim 10] The image processing means of the above 4th is a display change type digital camera

according to claim 8 characterized by having a gamma correction circuit (90).

[Claim 1 1] In the display change type digital camera which has the image output terminal which sends

out a video signal to an extemal monitoring device using a video cable while having a built-in indicating

equipment The image pick-up means (4 6) which carries out the sequential output of the pixel signal,

and the 3rd image processing means which thinks contrast as important and carries out image processing

(80), If the 4th image processing means (82) which thinks gradation as important and carries out image

processing, the progressive image processing means (8) which carries out image processing without

completely performing serious consideration of contrast, and the video cable are extracted If the 1 st

change means (S4, S2a, S2b) which works and carries out graphic display of the 3rd image processing

means with a built-in indicating equipment, and a video cable are inserted If the 2nd change means (S4,

S2a, S2b) which works and carries out graphic display of the 4th image processing means with an

extemal monitoring device, and the shutter of a video camera are released, while changing an image

pick-up means to all pixel read-out drives The display change type digital camera characterized by

consisting of the 3rd change means (SI a, Sib, S3) which works a progressive image processing means.

[Claim 12] The image processing means of the above 3rd is a display change type digital camera

according to claim 1 1 characterized by having the addition means (64 84) which applies a predetermined

constant to a luminance signal and raises pedestal level.

[Claim 13] The image processing means of the above 4th is a display change type digital camera

according to claim 1 1 characterized by having a gamma correction circuit (90).

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the display transfer device of the digital camera which

changes display form by the case where an image is displayed with a liquid crystal display with a built-

in camera in more detail, and the case where tie to a monitoring device by the video cable, and an image

is displayed with a monitoring device about the display transfer device of a digital camera.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] While the small display, for example, a liquid crystal display, is prepared,

there are some which have the image output terminal which sends out a video signal in an external

monitoring device in a digital camera. In a digital camera, since the screen is comparatively small when
seeing an image with a liquid crystal display, even if it displays many pixels using the video signal

processed by thinning out, the quality of an image is not spoiled so much. However, the quaUty of an

image is spoiled when many pixels are similarly displayed with the large monitoring device of a screen

using the video signal processed by thinning out.

[0003] Moreover, if an external monitor and the video signal which had the same gradation

reappearance to the liquid crystal display are displayed, in case a photograph will be taken in the bright

location of especially the outdoors, a liquid crystal screen may become hard to see.

[0004] By the way, when performing especially image processing by the microprocessor, the time

amount which processing takes can be shortened, so that many pixels are thinned out.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] In the conventional digital camera, also when seeing an

image with a liquid crystal display with a built-in camera, and also when an image was seen with an

external monitoring device, the video signal from the same image processing circuit was used.

Therefore, if the image processing circuit of a digital camera was in the conventional digital camera

which is the image processing circuit which thins out and processes many pixels, when an image was
seen with an external monitoring device using a video cable, the image was rude and image quality was
spoiled. On the contrary, if the image processing circuit of a digital camera is an image processing

circuit which thins out a pixel few and processes it, image processing v^U take time amount and the

semi- animation displayed with the liquid crystal display of a digital camera will become what has very

long spacing of coma delivery.

[0006] Moreover, when having taken a photograph as another technical problem in an outdoor bright

location and an image was seen with a liquid crystal display with a built-in camera, the technical

problem that it was hard to be visible if a video signal with the same gradation reappearance as the

image outputted to an external monitoring device is ****(ed) occurred.

[0007] Then, this invention sets it as the first purpose to offer the display transfer device of the digital

camera with which the video signal processed by thinning out a pixel few is outputted, when an image is

displayed with an external monitoring device using a video cable, while the video signal processed by
thinning out many pixels is outputted, when an image is displayed with a display wdth a built-in digital
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camera.

[0008] Moreover, this invention sets it as the second purpose to offer the display transfer device of the

digital camera with which the video signal with which signal processing which thought gradation

reappearance as important was made is outputted, when the video signal with which signal processing

which thought the contrast of a liquid crystal display as important was made when an image was

displayed with a display with a built-in digital camera is outputted and an image is displayed with an

external monitoring device using a video cable.

[0009]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In the digital camera which has the image output terminal to which

invention of the 1st viewpoint sends out a video signal to an external monitoring device among this

inventions, it is the display change type digital camera characterized by to consist of the image pick-up

means which carries out the sequential output of the pixel signal, an image processing means to

by_which throughput is adjustable, the means which change the throughput of said image processing

means based on a predetermined signal, and a means send the output of said image processing means to

an image output terminal.

[0010] It is the display change type digital camera of the 1st viewpoint characterized by for invention of

the 2nd viewpoint having a video cable insert-and-remove detection means, and changing the

throughput of an image processing means among this inventions based on the output of said video cable

insert-and-remove detection means.

[00 11] It is the display change type digital camera of the 1st viewpoint characterized by invention of the

3rd viewpoint making throughput adjustable by thinning out a pixel signal and carrying out image

processing among this inventions.

[0012] Among this inventions, invention of the 4th viewpoint is the display change type digital camera

of the 1st viewpoint characterized by making throughput adjustable by not carrying out gamma
correction processing.

[0013] If invention of the 5th viewpoint has the image sensor driving means which changes the drive

approach of an image pick-up means among this inventions according to the SHATA carbon button

which generates the trigger of still picture incorporation, and said SHATA carbon button output, said

image sensor driving means usually performs a pixel mixing drive and said SHATA carbon button is

released, it will be the display change type digital camera characterized by changing to all pixel read-out

drives.

[0014] Among this inventions, while invention of the 6th viewpoint has a built-in display In the display

change type digital camera which has the image output terminal which sends out a video signal to an

external monitoring device using a video cable The image pick-up means which carries out the

sequential output of the pixel signal, and the 1 st image processing means which thins out these a

majority of pixel signals, and carries out image processing, If this pixel signal is thirmed out few and the

2nd image processing means which carries out image processing, the progressive image processing

means which carries out image processing without completely thirming out this pixel signal, and the

video cable are extracted If the 1st change means which works and carries out graphic display of the 1st

image processing means with a built-in indicating equipment, and a video cable are inserted It is the

display change type digital camera characterized by consisting of the 2nd change means which works

and carries out graphic display of the 2nd image processing means with an external monitoring device,

and the 3rd change means which will work a progressive image processing means if the shutter of a

video camera is released.

[0015] It is the display change type digital camera of the 6th viewpoint characterized by for invention of

the 7th viewpoint having a memory means and holding the video signal from a progressive image

processing means further among this inventions.

[0016] The 3rd image processing means which invention of the 8th viewpoint thinks contrast as

important further and carries out image processing among this inventions. It has the 4th image

processing means which thinks gradation as important and carries out image processing. This

progressive image processing means without it completely thinks contrast as important — image



processing - carrying out - this — the 1st change means if the video cable is extracted ~ the 3rd image

processing means — working — a built-in display -- graphic display — carrying out -- this - the 2nd

change means If the video cable is inserted, it is the display change type digital camera of the 6th

viev^oint characterized by working and carrying out graphic display of the 4th image processing means

with an external monitoring device.

[0017] Among this inventions, it is the display change type digital camera of the 8th viewpoint

characterized by invention of the 9th viev^oint having the addition means which the image processing

means of the above 3rd applies a predetermined constant to a luminance signal, and raises pedestal level.

[0018] Among this inventions, invention of the 10th viewpoint is the display change type digital camera

of the 8th viewpoint characterized by the image processing means of the above 4th having a gamma
correction circuit.

[0019] Among this inventions, while invention of the 1 1th viewpoint has a built-in display In the display

change type digital camera which has the image output terminal which sends out a video signal to an

external monitoring device using a video cable The image pick-up means which carries out the

sequential output of the pixel signal, and the 3rd image processing means which thinks contrast as

important and carries out image processing, If the 4th image processing means which thinks gradation as

important and carries out image processing, the progressive image processing means which carries out

image processing without completely performing serious consideration of contrast, and the video cable

are extracted If the 1st change means which works and carries out graphic display of the 3rd image

processing means with a built-in indicating equipment, and a video cable are inserted If the 2nd change

means which works and carries out graphic display of the 4th image processing means with an external

monitoring device, and the shutter of a video camera are released, while changing an image pick-up

means to all pixel read-out drives It is the display change type digital camera characterized by consisting

of the 3rd change means which works a progressive image processing means.

[0020] Among this inventions, it is the display change type digital camera of the 1 1th viewpoint

characterized by invention of the 12th viewpoint having the addition means which the image processing

means of the above 3rd applies a predetermined constant to a luminance signal, and raises pedestal level.

[0021] Among this inventions, invention of the 13th viewpoint is the display change type digital camera

of the 1 1th viewpoint characterized by the image processing means of the above 4th having a gamma
correction circuit.

[0022]

[Embodiment of the Invention]

(Gestalt of the 1st operation) Drawing 1 is the display transfer device of the digital camera concerning

this invention in which the gestalt of the 1st operation is shown, and shows the display-mode transfer

device by video cable insert and remove. When an image is displayed with the display 26 of the body of

a camera, the equipment concerning this invention A video cable is inserted while displaying many
numbers ofcoma (for example, 6 coma / second) from per second by rude image quality. When
displaying an image with the display 28 of monitors, such as television, the number of coma per second

is lessened (for example, 4 coma / second), and it is made to make it display by finer image quality.

[0023] In drawing 1 , 2 constitutes an objective lens from CCD (charge-coupled device), and 4

constitutes an image pick-up means. The progressive processing circuit where a picture signal is

processed without [ 6 ] infanticide of a pixel signal in an A/D converter and 8, The 1st processing circuit

where 10 thins out many pixel signals, the 2nd processing circuit where 12 thins out a pixel signal few,

A video cable insert-and-remove detector and 16 14 The shutter release of a digital camera, 18 a CCD
drive circuit and 22 for a flip-flop and 20 A D/A converter, The bit map memory 24 remembers a

photography image to be, and 26 are the displays prepared in the body of a camera. The video cable

which a liquid crystal display and 28 connect the monitor indicating equipment 28 with the indicating

equipment of monitors, such as television, and 30 connects with a digital camera preferably, Sla and

sib The 1st interlock switch which changes with Q output of a flip-flop 18, S2a and S2b The 2nd



interlock switch which changes with the output from the video cable insert-and-remove detector 14, It is

the 3rd switch by which S3 changes with Q output of a flip-flop 18, and the 4th switch with which S4

changes by the insert and remove of the video cable 30 from the monitor indicating equipment 28, and

consists of image output terminals.

[0024] When the shutter release 16 is not pushed, it is set as the so-called PDMix mode which a low-

level signal is outputted from Q output of a flip-flop 18, and the CCD drive circuit 20 adds the

contiguity pixel ofCCD4 by that cause, for example, adds addition and the Green (G) pixel which exists

up and down, and a cyanogen (Cy) pixel for the MAJIENDA (Mg) pixel and yellow (Ye) pixel which

exist up and down, and outputs simple image data, moreover, the low-level signal from said Q outputs ~
the 1st ~ interlock switch Sla and Sib are set as the location shown as a continuous line. Furthermore, a

switch S3 is set as the location shown as a continuous line by the low-level signal from said Q outputs.

[0025] In the condition that this shutter release 16 is not pushed, actuation differs by the case (body

display mode) where it is in the location where a video cable 30 is sampled and switch S4 is shown as a

continuous line, and the case (monitor display mode) where it is in the location where a video cable 30

is inserted and switch S4 is shown by the dotted line.

[0026] At the time of a body display mode, the video cable 30 is sampled and the video cable insert-and-

remove detector 14 detects this condition. By detection of this video cable sampling condition, the video

cable insert-and-remove detector 14 outputs the 1st signal (for example, high-level signal), and it is an

interlock switch. S2a and S2b It is set as the location shown as a continuous line. Therefore, it was
obtained from CCD4. PDMix The video signal in the mode is sent to the liquid crystal display 26 which

is in the body of a camera through A/D converter 6, the 1st processing circuit 10, and D/A converter 22.

Since the 1st processing circuit 10 thins out many pixel signals and carries out an image processing so

that it may mention later, it can make an image fi-om the earliness of early, for example, 6 coma,/second

very much.

[0027] At the time of a monitor display mode, the video cable 30 is inserted and the video cable insert-

and-remove detector 14 detects this condition. By detection of this video cable insertion condition, the

video cable insert-and-remove detector 14 outputs the 2nd signal (for example, low-level signal), and it

is an interlock switch. S2a and S2b It is set as the location shown by the dotted line. Therefore, it was
obtained from CCD4. PDMix The video signal in the mode is sent to the monitor display 28 through

A/D converter 6, the 2nd processing circuit 12, and D/A converter 22. since the 2nd processing circuit

12 thins out comparatively few pixel signals and carries out an image processing so that it may mention

later - slowly (for example, 4 coma / second) - it is — although — an image clearer than the time of a

body display mode can be made.

[0028] If a shutter release 16 is pushed, a set signal will be inputted into S input of a flip-flop 18, and a

high-level signal will be outputted to it from said Q outputs. The CCD drive circuit 20 is set as the

progressive mode which outputs the pixel signal ofCCD4 altogether as it is by this high-level signal,

moreover, the high-level signal from said Q outputs - the 1st ~ while interlock switch Sla and Sib are

set as the location shown by the dotted line, a switch S3 is set as the location shown by the dotted line.

Therefore, it was obtained from CCD4. The video signal in progressive mode is sent to memory 24

through AfD converter 6, the progressive processing circuit 8, and D/A converter 22. In the progressive

processing circuit 8, the image data of one coma is processed by progressive and memorized by memory
24 one by one as bit map data. If progressive processing of the image data of one coma is completed and

all pixel signals are memorized by the bit map memory 24, the progressive processing circuit 8 will

input a reset signal into R input of a flip-flop 18, and a low-level signal will be outputted from said Q
outputs. By this low-level signal, the CCD drive circuit 20 is again set as PDMix mode, moreover, the

low-level signal from said Q outputs ~ the 1st ~ while interlock switch Sla and Sib are set as the

location shown as a continuous line, a switch S3 is returned to the location shown as a continuous line.

[0029] If it is in the location where a video cable 30 is sampled here and switch S4 is shown as a

continuous line Namely, if shown in a body display mode, as mentioned above, making a coma will be

performed by the 1st processing circuit 10 at an early rate. If it is in the location where a video cable 30

is inserted and switch S4 is shown by the dotted line while being displayed with the liquid crystal



display 26 of the body of a camera (i.e., if shown in a monitor display mode), as mentioned above,

although it is slow, by the 2nd processing circuit 12 An image clearer than the time of a body display

mode is made, and it displays on the monitor display 28.

[0030] Drawing 2 shows the block diagram of the 1st processing circuit 10. drawing - setting ~ 32 - a

level sample circuit and 34 ~ gamma (gamma) amendment circuit and 36 — an over sampling technique

circuit and 38 a 1 -pixel delay circuit and 40 - 1 level period delay circuit and 42 - a 1 -pixel delay

circuit and 44 - a subtraction machine and 46 - an addition machine and 48 - a subtraction machine,

and 50, 52 and 54 - each - a sample hold circuit and 56 A RGB matrix and 58 It is a YUV matrix.

[0031] The level sample circuit 32 carries out the sample of the luminance signal Y with a 3MHz clock.

If a pixel signal is sent by 12MHz, the sample of the 1 pixel will be carried out every 4 pixels. If there

are 640 pixels in 1 level period, a 160-pixel sample is carried out. Extent of infanticide is determined by

this level sample circuit 32. Here, it is comparatively big infanticide. After the thirmed-out luminance

signal passes through a gamma correction circuit 34, it is changed into 6MHz in the over sampling

technique circuit 36. Y output of the same rate as the 2nd processing circuit of drawing 3 mentioned

later is made.

[0032] Sample hold circuits 50, 52, and 54 carry out sample hold of R-Y, Y, and the B-Y signal with a

1.5MHz clock, respectively. R, G, and B signal are made by the RGB matrix 56, and, as for R-Y and Y
by which sample hold was carried out, and a B-Y signal, U and V signal are further made by the YUV
matrix.

[0033] Compared with the 2nd processing circuit 12 of drawing 3 mentioned later, there are few Y
signals of which gamma amendment is done in the 1st processing circuit 10 of drawing 2 . Since the

gamma correction circuit to the LPF circuit in the circuit which carries out chrominance-signal

processing, and the chrominance signal of R, G, and B is excluded, more nearly high-speed processing

is attained, for example, the image of six coma is generated per second.

[0034] The 1st processing circuit 10 of drawing 2 is a circuit which works at the time of a body display

mode, and the image of six coma is generated per second. Therefore, the update rate of the liquid crystal

display 26 in a body can be sped up.

[0035] Drawing 3 shows the block diagram of the 2nd processing circuit 12. a different place compared

with the 1st processing circuit 10 of drawing 2 ~ the sample frequency of level sample circuit 32' ~

6MHx(es) it is — they are a point and the point that a low pass filter 60, the pedestal generation machine

62, an adder 64, and gamma correction circuits 66, 68, and 70 are formed further. Since other

configurations are the same as the configuration of drawing 2 , explanation is omitted.

[0036] Level sample circuit 32' is 6MHz. The sample of the luminance signal is carried out with a clock.

This level sample circuit 32 is performing comparatively small infanticide, and the image of four coma
is generated per second. Since infanticide is small, a fine image can be made even if it is big screens,

such as a monitor.

[0037] By forming a low pass filter 60 in the circuit which processes a color, a false color can be

stopped at the changing point of brightness.

[0038] The good image of gradation reappearance of an umbra can be made by forming the pedestal

generation machine 62 and adding a pedestal signal to a luminance signal.

[0039] Drawing 4 wets the block diagram of the progressive processing circuit 8. A different place

compared with the 2nd processing circuit 12 of drawing 3 The point that the low pass filter 72 is formed

in the circuit which processes a luminance signal instead of level sample circuit 32', The point that 1

level period delay circuit 74 and the adder 76 have joined fiirther the circuit which processes a color, B-

Y ~ a signal — processing ~ a circuit - preparing - having had ~ a delay circuit — one ~ level - a

period - a delay circuit ~ 40 - not but - two - level - a period - a delay circuit ~ 40 - ' - it is - a

point - a sample hold circuit - 50 - ' ~ 52 - ' - 54 ~ ' - a sample - a frequency - 3MHx(es) it is - it

is a point.

[0040] Since the level sample circuit which carries out the sample of the luminance signal is not

established in the progressive processing circuit 8, the sample of all the pixel signals will be carried out,

and the picture signal which had the highest image quality in the record image can be sent out.



[0041] (Gestalt of the 2nd operation) Drawing 5 is the display transfer device of the digital camera

concerning this invention in which tiie gestalt of the 2nd operation is shown, and shows the display-

mode transfer device by video cable insert and remove. When an image is displayed with the display 26

of the body of a camera, the equipment concerning this invention A video cable is inserted while

displaying the image with which signal processing of the contrast serious consideration was carried out

outdoors by the 3rd processing circuit 80 so that it might be legible. When displaying an image with the

display 28 of monitors, such as television, it is the object on which it was made to display the image

which thought gradation reappearance as important by the 4th processing circuit 82, and by which image

processing was carried out.

[0042] In drawing 5 , the 3rd processing circuit where the processing whose 80 thought contrast as

important is made, and 82 are the 4th processing circuits where the processing which thought gradation

reappearance as important is made.

[0043] when the shutter release 16 is not pushed, a low-level signal outputs from Q output of a flip-flop

18 — having — thereby ~ the 1st — interlock switch Sla and Sib are set as the location shown as a

continuous line. Furthermore, a switch S3 is set as the location shown as a continuous line by the low-

level signal from said Q outputs.

[0044] In the condition that this shutter release 16 is not pushed, actuation differs by the case (body

display mode) where it is in the location where a video cable 30 is sampled and switch S4 is shown as a

continuous line, and the case (monitor display mode) where it is in the location where a video cable 30

is inserted and switch S4 is shown by the dotted line.

[0045] At the time of a body display mode, the video cable 30 is sampled and the video cable insert-and-

remove detector 14 detects this condition. By detection of this video cable sampling condition, the video

cable insert-and-remove detector 14 outputs the 1st signal (for example, high-level signal), and it is an

interlock switch. S2a and S2b It is set as the location shown as a continuous line. Therefore, the signal

acquired from CCD4 is sent to the liquid crystal display 26 which is in the body of a camera through

A/D converter 6, the 3rd processing circuit 80, and D/A converter 22. Since the 3rd processing circuit 80

carries out processing which thought contrast as important so that it may mention later, when seeing a

liquid crystal display especially on the outdoors, it can display a legible image.

[0046] At the time of a monitor display mode, the video cable 30 is inserted and the video cable insert-

and-remove detector 14 detects this condition. By detection of this video cable insertion condition, the

video cable insert-and-remove detector 14 outputs the 2nd signal (for example, low-level signal), and it

is an interlock switch. S2a and S2b It is set as the location shown by the dotted line. Therefore, the

signal acquired from CCD4 is sent to the monitor display 28 through A/D converter 6, the 4th

processing circuit 82, and D/A converter 22. The 4th processing circuit 82 performs good signal

processing of gradation reappearance so that it may mention later. Therefore, when seeing liquid crystal

outdoors, contrast becomes an unclear image from the time of a body display mode, but since it caimot

think, most things photoed outdoors where a video cable is inserted are convenient.

[0047] Drawing 6 and drawing 7 show an example of the block diagram of the 3rd processing circuit 80

and the 4th processing circuit 82, respectively. In drawing, 84, the constant setter which adds 88 to a

luminance signal, and 86 and 90 show a gamma correction circuit, and 92 shows a color-difference-

signal processing circuit. As shown in drawing, in the 3rd processing circuit 80, a constant 1 is added in

an adder 64, and a constant 2 is added in the 4th processing circuit 82.

[0048] Especially the constant 2 chooses a value to which gradation reappearance of an umbra becomes

good. However, in that case, also in the dark part of an image, it comes to have a bigger brightness value

than a constant 2, and the ratio of the brightness of a bright part and a dark part becomes small. That is,

in case contrast becomes small and a liquid crystal screen with a built-in camera is seen in the bright

location of especially the outdoors, it will become an image hard to see.

[0049] A constant 1 chooses a value smaller than a constant 2. The big image of contrast can be obtained

by this, and a legible image is obtained in case a liquid crystal screen is seen outdoors.

[0050] Moreover, as shown in drawing 6 and drawing 7 , in the 3rd processing circuit 80 and the 4th

processing circuit 82, processing from which gamma correction processing also differs is performed. A



look-up table constitutes a gamma correction circuit.

[0051] What is necessary is just to make the look-up table of a gamma correction the relation of

y=xgamma generally, if it is the input x of a look-up table, and an output y. If input / output relation of

the look-up table of the gamma correction in drawing 6 and drawing 7 is made into y=x gamma 1 and

y=x ganmia 2, respectively and a look-up table is constituted so that it may become the relation of

gammal>gamma2, in the 3rd processing circuit, an image with bigger contrast than the 4th processing

circuit will be obtained.

[0052] Drawing 8 and drawing 9 show an example of the look-up table of the gamma correction circuits

86 and 90 in drawing 6 and drawing 7 , respectively. In the table of drawing 6 , the table of y=x and

drawing 7 has relation of y=x0.45. This is above-mentioned gammal=l and an example in

gamma2=0.45. Since it is not necessary to use especially a look-up table when it is chosen as gammal=l
like drawing 6 , a circuit can be saved.

[0053] In addition, in the gestalt of the 1st operation of a ****, the circuit of the 1st processing circuit

10, the 2nd processing circuit 12, and progressive processing circuit 8 grade can be constituted using a

microcomputer. In this case, since signal processing is made by the processor, if extent to thin out

becomes large, the count of an operation for signal processing can decrease, and processing speed can be

raised.

[0054] Moreover, although the gestalt of the 2nd operation of a **** explained so that both the constant

value added to a luminance signal and a gamma correction circuit might be changed, only one of the two

may change. [0055] moreover, the gestalt of **** 1st and the 2nd implementation - setting ~ both the

1st processing circuit 10, the 2nd processing circuit 12 the 3rd processing circuit 80 the 4th processing

circuit 82 and the progressive processing circuit 8 ~ although, although it explained that it was

constituted individually It is also possible to constitute the 1st processing circuit 10, the 2nd processing

circuit 12, the 3rd processing circuit 80, the 4th processing circuit 82, and the progressive processing

circuit 8 from one processing circuit by changing the frequency of a clock or preparing the switch

configuration which can detach and attach an additional circuit.

[0056] Moreover, although it explained that the insert and remove of a video cable 30 were detected,

and interlock switch S2a and S2b were changed, a change may be controlled by the gestalt of the 1st and

2nd operation of the above with other means, such as changing manually.

[0057] Drawing 10 shows the modification which combined the gestalt of the 1st and 2nd operation of

the above.

[0058] At the time of a body display mode, the video cable 30 is sampled and it is an interlock switch

like ****. S2a and S2b It is set as the location shown as a continuous line. Therefore, the signal acquired

from CCD4 is sent to the liquid crystal display 26 which is in the body of a camera through A/D
converter 6, the 1st processing circuit 10, tiie 3rd processing circuit 80, and D/A converter 22. In the 1st

processing circuit 10, like many pixels are thinned out and making a coma is performed at a

earlier rate. Processing which thought contrast as important is carried out in the next 3rd processing

circuit 80.

[0059] At the time of a monitor display mode, the video cable 30 is inserted and it is an interlock switch

like S2a and S2b It is set as the location shown by the dotted line. Therefore, the signal acquired

from CCD4 is sent to the monitor display 28 through A/D converter 6, the 2nd processing circuit 12, the

4th processing circuit 82, and D/A converter 22. since comparatively few pixel signals are thinned out

and an image processing is carried out like **** in the 2nd processing circuit 12 — slowly (for example,

4 coma / second) ~ it is — although - an image clearer than the time of a body display mode can be

made. Good signal processing of gradation reappearance is performed in the next 4th processing circuit

82.

[0060] The modification shown in drawing 10 combines the advantage of the gestalt of the 1st

operation, and the advantage of the gestalt of the 2nd operation.

[Translation done.]
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